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Abstract: Liposomes are spherical vesicles made up of an aqueous core surrounded by phospholipids.
These delivery systems (DS) are largely employed as drug carriers in several industrial fields, such as
pharmaceutical and nutraceutical fields. The aim of this short review is to provide a fast overview on
the main fundamentals of liposomes, thought as a compact guide for researchers and students that
want to approach this topic for the first time. The mini-review will focus on the definitions, production
methods and characterization protocols of the liposomes produced, making a critical comparison
of the main conventional and supercritical based manufacturing methods available. The literature
was analyzed deeply from the first works by Dr. Bangham in 1965 to the most recent supercritical
fluid applications. The advantages and disadvantages of conventional and high-pressure processes
will be described in terms of solvent elimination, production at the nanometric (50–300 nm) and
micrometric level (1–100 µm) and encapsulation efficiency (20–90%). The first proposed methods
were characterized by a low encapsulation efficiency (20–40%), resulting in drug loss, a high solvent
residue and high operating cost. The repeatability of conventional processes was also low, due to the
prevalent batch mode. Supercritical-assisted methods were developed in semi-continuous layouts,
resulting in an easy process scale-up, better control of liposome dimensions (polydispersity index,
PDI) and also higher encapsulation efficiencies (up to 90%).

Keywords: vesicles; drug delivery systems; liposome production; supercritical fluids;
liposome characterization

1. Introduction

Several drug delivery systems (DDS) have been developed for the treatment of human illnesses [1],
such as polymeric and lipidic particles [2], hydrogels [3], emulsions [4], membranes [5], microspheres [6],
dendrimers [7] and other molecular complexes. The development of these novel drug formulations
contributed to scientific progress in the drug therapy field. For this reason, the introduction of novel
drug carriers is considered a promising strategy to enhance drug bioavailability and administration
effectiveness. Among DDS, the attention of industries on liposome production has increased significantly
because of their high potential benefits to human body [8]. Moreover, these DDS can be programmed
to reach specific tissues. For example, some techniques have been used to target drugs selectively,
enhancing their blood half-life and circulation time and address the DDS to the specific target site of
action [9].

Liposomes are spherical vesicles characterized by an inner aqueous core surrounded by one
or more layer of phospholipids (Figure 1a); the latter are amphiphilic compounds formed by a
hydrophilic polar head and two lipophilic tails [10]. For this reason, when phospholipids are in
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an aqueous environment, they self-assemble into spherical objects including a water volume [11].
Liposomes are used as drug carriers because they can include in their interior compartment water in
which a hydrophilic compound can be dissolved. Moreover, lipophilic drugs can be entrapped within
the space between the two lipidic layers, i.e., in the lipidic compartment [12]. Liposomes can entrap
a wide variety of molecules, such as antibiotics [13], proteins [14], peptides [15], dyes [16], nucleic
acids [17], antioxidants [18] or enzymes [19], studying in each case the interactions among lipids and
drugs [20]. These vesicles are generally recognized as being biocompatible with the human body
since they are easily uptaken by cells that have a similar structure. Laterally thinking, liposomes are
very good artificial imitations of nature; moreover, they are biodegradable and characterized by a low
toxicity and nonimmunogenicity for systemic and nonsystemic administrations. Lipidic vesicles can
entrap unstable compounds and shield their functional properties [21].
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Figure 1. An original sketch of liposome compartments (a) and the trend of the published papers/year
(b) on liposomes (source: www.scopus.com, 2019).

Liposome-based DDS can have many applications in different industrial fields such as
cosmetics [22], food [23], farming industries [24], and pharmaceutics [25]. They also have many
advantages over conventional dosage formulations because they can protect the entrapped molecules
after drug administration. Moreover, liposomes act as drug reservoirs and local depots for sustained,
targeted or delayed releases [26]. They can be applied for antimicrobial [27], antifungal [28],
antiviral [29], antitumor therapy [30], gene delivery [31], and immunological [32] purposes. In addition,
liposomes can be programmed as targets for macrophages for blood cleaning [33]. Moreover, they can
be used to protect antioxidants in dermatological applications [34] and anti-aging therapies [35];
they are involved as additives of flavors or as dietary supplements and food bioactive ingredients [36],
such as iron-loaded liposomes [37] to increase hemoglobin levels [38]. Liposomes are involved in
enzyme immobilization, bioreactor technology and the deposition of dyes in textile applications.
A highly interesting application is the production of lipid oxygen-containing microparticles (LOMs) to
deliver oxygen to O2-deprived hemoglobin after prolonged oxygen deprivation.

The aim of the present short review is to summarize the fundamentals on the topic of liposomes,
from the first researcher who discovered them to the most recent supercritical-assisted methods of
production. The idea is to create a compact guide for researchers and students who want to approach
this topic for the first time. The readers of this mini-guide will have the possibility to rapidly acquire a
basic knowledge of the topic, obtaining information to start different kinds of research related to the
use of liposomes.
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2. Liposomes: From History to Modern Times

Liposomes were first discovered by Dr. Alec D. Bangham, a hematologist of Cambridge Babraham
Institute in 1965 [39,40], whose work was then followed by Dr. Gregoriadis’ studies [41,42]. Dr. Bangham
understood that dried lipids rearrange spontaneously if put in contact with a sufficient amount of water,
demonstrating that the spontaneous rearrangement of lipids is guided by unfavorable interactions
between lipids and water which generate repulsion effects. This fact contributes to the distribution
of amphiphilic molecules in the space, describing a spherical shape and minimizing the molecular
interactions and Gibbs free energy of the system [43]. According to this explanation, a thin layer of
lipids, when hydrated, starts to fold assuming a fire-balloon shape. At the end, the lipid layer closed,
entrapping water in the inner core and assuming a spherical shape [44]. Therefore, Bangham defined
liposomes as perfect thermodynamic models [45]. However, convinced by the scientific editor Gerald
Weissmann to find a more suitable definition, the term liposomes was chosen, with it being made up
of the two Greek words lipos (fat) and soma (body) [46]. Thanks to his open-mindedness, Bangham
furthered his studies, producing interesting works that opened several fields of research with high
industrial impacts. Nowadays, among a great variety of drug carrier systems, the field of liposomes
is one of the fastest growing scientific topics worldwide. Nowadays, the literature about liposomes
counts about 100 thousand papers; in particular, in the last ten years, more than 2000 papers per year
were published (see Figure 1b).

Looking at Figure 1a, it is possible to see that the greatest progress in the field of research started
from 1970, with particular attention to the problem of the physical and chemical stability of liposomes,
connected to intravenous administration. In 1980, an important antitumor drug, doxorubicin, was
encapsulated for the first time, in the context of the study of liposomes for therapeutic purposes [47–49].

Liposome morphologies and properties can be of fundamental importance, depending on the
kind of application. Liposomes have been produced in different sizes and compositions, with different
electrical charges and lamellarity, as shown in Table 1. Liposomes mean size can be controlled by
different operating conditions; whereas, the lamellarity indicates the number of double layers of
phospholipids that surround the inner aqueous core containing the hydrophilic drug.

Table 1. Size and lamellarity classification of liposomes.

Dimensions Lamellarity

Name Size Range [µm] Name Number of Layers

Single Unilamellar Vesicles
(SUV) [50] 0.02–0.20 Oligo Lamellar Vesicles [51] (OLV) <5

Medium Unilamellar Vesicles
(MUV) [51,52] 0.20–0.50 Multi Lamellar Vesicles [46] (MLV) 5–20

Large Unilamellar Vesicles
(LUV) [53] 0.50–10 Multi Vesicular Vesicles

inner core disjointed vesicles
[52] (MVV)

>50
Giant Unilamellar Vesicles

(GUV) [54] 100–200

Among these, single unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) are the most powerful vesicles since they can
be employed in every kind of human tissue having nanometric interstices in which nanosomes can
accumulate and be taken up by cells. Medium unilamellar vesicles (MVVs) could be used for the
simultaneous entrapment of drugs with different targets.

Different kinds of phospholipids are generally used for the preparation of liposomes: phospholipids
from natural sources, phospholipids from modified natural sources, semi-synthetic phospholipids,
synthetic phospholipids, and phospholipids with modified head groups. Phosphatidylcholine (lecithin),
phosphatidylethanolamine (cephalin) and phosphatidylserine are the most used for the preparation
of liposomes [55]. Cholesterol can be added to the mixture to reduce the permeability of the lipid
bilayer. This molecule plays a very important role in the behavior of liposomes. Cholesterol, in fact,
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is by its nature an amphoteric molecule, so it fits well in the double layer of the phospholipid structure.
Alec Bangham already produced, with cholesterol, spherulites with a lipid layer 44.2 Å in thickness [56].
Other used phospholipids are phosphatidyl inositol, phosphatidyl glycerol, and lysophospholipids
capable of losing a chain of fatty acids by chemical or enzymatic hydrolysis [31]. However, this class of
lipids does not form membranes autonomously and, if implanted in large concentrations, they can
damage the lipid bilayer, with toxicity problems for cells and organs [57]. In general, the hydrophobic
tail is made up of two chains of fatty acids containing 10 to 24 carbon atoms and 0 to 6 double bonds
in each chain. Phospholipids are therefore characterized by a glycerol bridge that connects the two
hydrophobic tails with the hydrophilic polar head.

The primordial structure of the liposomes with a simple lipidic layer was then enriched, over time,
with elements capable of adding or improving the functions of the administration or transmission
of biochemical signals. The simple vesicle with a double lipid layer research moved on to decorated
structures [58]. Scheme A of Figure 2 shows the first liposomes created in the laboratory, which were
of a simpler nature. In these first spontaneous reorganizations of phospholipids, water-soluble drugs
were encapsulated, trapped inside the aqueous core or in the double lipid layer. Scheme B shows
the next step in the evolution of liposomes. In fact, liposomes’ surfaces have been modified to
improve their properties. Long-circulating liposomes, the “grandchildren” of Bangham liposomes,
are shown in Scheme C. They are characterized by a protective, inert and biocompatible polymer,
such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), which preserves the surface of the vesicle from interactions with
opsonizing proteins. In Scheme D, the long-circulating liposome possesses both a protective polymer
and antibodies attached on the modified surface combining the effects of long-circulating liposomes
with those of immunoliposomes. The antibody can be bonded both directly on the surface of the
vesicles and at the end of the polymer bonded to the surface. The new generation of liposomes
(Scheme E) is characterized by a surface that can be modified in various ways. These include the
attachment of a protective polymer (with an antibody on the termination of the protective polymer),
the possibility to fix a diagnostic label, the introduction of positively charged lipids, the introduction
of stimuli-sensitive lipids, the introduction of stimuli-sensitive polymers, peptides penetrating cells,
and viral components. In addition to the active ingredients already mentioned, magnetic particles or
gold or silver particles can also be included in the new generation liposomes to carry out magnetic
targeting and imaging.
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3. Methods of Production

Liposomes joined the market with many difficulties, such as low drug encapsulation efficiencies,
low process reproducibility and high production costs. These were the main problems of conventional
methods developed from 1965 to 2000. Then, the necessity of strict production criteria related to size,
zeta potential, morphology and stability was recognized. Supercritical-assisted technologies were
proposed to overcome the problems previously found.

3.1. Conventional Methods

Conventional techniques generally consist of four main steps: the drying of lipids from organic
solvents, dispersion of lipids in an aqueous medium, purification of obtained liposomes and eventual
post-processing steps such as probe or bath sonication or extrusion.

Thin layer hydration (TLH), also known as the Bangham method [40], is considered to be the
earliest liposome preparation method, performed at room temperature and pressure. According to
TLH, lipids are first dissolved in a chloroform solution, and the hydrophilic drug is dissolved into an
aqueous bulk. The organic solvent is evaporated under vacuum at 30 ◦C for 30 min, and a thin lipid
layer is formed on the walls of the flask. The lipidic layer is then hydrated using the aqueous solution.
After 1 h of contact, liposomes are formed. This method produces liposomes of 10–100 µm, not easily
absorbable by human cells; for this reason, TLH is coupled with sonication to obtain smaller mean
dimensions. The encapsulation efficiency (EE) is as low as 20–30% and the shape of the liposome is not
always spherical.

The ethanol injection (EI) method involves the dissolution of lipids into an organic phase, followed
by a dropwise injection of the lipid solution into an aqueous media [59]. A needle is used to inject the
lipidic solution into the water bulk containing a hydrophilic drug. This method is simple because it
works in absence of pressure, but a high solvent residue is present in the final suspension, and the
removal of ethanol is difficult since it forms an azeotropic mixture in direct contact with water. Moreover,
the evaporation step risks damaging the vesicle structure and altering its dimensions. Therefore,
the liposome population is generally heterogeneous and its particle size distribution is difficult to
control. The EE is lower than 20% for hydrophilic compounds and around 60% for lipophilic molecules.

The emulsion method implies that phospholipids are dissolved into an organic solvent and mixed
with a solution to form a water in oil (W/O) emulsion [60]. The mixture is then added to another
water solution to form a double emulsion w/o/w. The organic solvent is then evaporated, generating
liposomal aqueous suspension. This method does not work continuously, and the production volumes
are limited. Micrometric and multivesicular liposomes are obtained in this way; but, large amounts of
organic solvent need to be eliminated.

Reverse phase evaporation (RPE) is based on the formation of water droplets surrounded by lipids
and dispersed in an organic solvent to form a water in oil emulsion [61]. Since phospholipids behave
as surfactants, they rearrange at the interface between oil and water, creating inverted micelles. Then,
the solvent is eliminated slowly and the micelles are converted into a gel form. The gel state collapses
and the excess of phospholipids in the environment creates a second layer of lipids around the first one.
The formation of a complete bilayer around the residual micelles results in the formation of liposomes.
However, long-lasting contact between drug and organic solvent can lead to drug denaturation in the
case of fragile compounds such as proteins and peptides. An EE among 30 and 65% is obtained using
this technique [62].

Freeze drying consists of the formation of a dispersion of lipids in water-soluble carrier
materials [63]. The first step is the dissolution of the lipids in tert-butyl alcohol and water–sucrose
to form an isotropic monophase solution; then, the freeze dying of the solution is performed. Freeze
drying is characterized by two main steps—first, the sample is frozen at −40 ◦C and then dried at
room temperature. Upon adding water, the lyophilized system spontaneously forms lipidic spherical
vesicles. The presence of sucrose can prevent the formation of aggregated minidomains during the
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drying step. The mean dimensions of liposomes are 100–300 nm; the EE is 40–60%, but the time stability
is lower than 60 days.

The microfluidic channel method consists of the development of a rigid silicon support in which
microfluidic channels of 100 µm in depth have been previously designed and then 3D-printed, with a
low stability due to the aggregation tendency [64]. The production cost of the micro-circuit is higher
than other conventional methods. A lipidic solution is injected into the central feeding channel, whereas
aqueous solutions are fed from the side channels, which intersect the main channel at the center of
the support. In the outer channels, liposomes are created. Monodisperse nanometric suspensions are
practically obtained, optimizing the water to lipid ratio. This method suffers high solvent residue
levels in the final liposomes suspensions and a difficulty in reaching high production levels.

The heating method does not involve the use of organic solvents [65]. Phospholipids are added to
the aqueous solution together with 3% v/v glycerol, working at a bath temperature of 120 ◦C. Glycerol is
a water-soluble and isotonic agent able to increase vesicles’ stability, preventing the coagulation
phenomena and assuring sterilization. Produced liposomes have nanometric dimensions and a
long-term stability (12–14 months) but a low EE (12–54%).

3.2. Supercritical-Assisted Methods

After the diffusion of green chemistry concepts in 1990s, the interest in supercritical fluids
(SCFs) grew exponentially—new technologies were developed, transferring academics’ knowledge
to industrial enterprises for vesicle productions at a large scale. These methods have been proposed
trying to take advantage of the enhanced mass transfer coefficient of SCF. However, working at high
pressures involves an increase in the equipment cost [66].

According to the depressurization of an expanded solution into an aqueous medium (DESAM),
lipids are first dissolved in ethanol; then, working at of 35–55 bar, the solution is expanded into CO2,
injected into a water bath in a vessel and left bubbling for 1 h at 75 ◦C [67]. In these conditions, part of
ethanol is evaporated. Lipids transported by bubbles and water containing drugs are put in contact,
producing liposomes. The ethanol content is reduced to 2.2% v/v, which is still too high to guarantee
the safety of the drug carrier. The nanometric dimensions of the liposomes can be obtained with a
good stability (8 months).

The supercritical fluid method [68] is characterized by two parts: the high-pressure part is used to
dissolve lipids and cholesterol in supercritical carbon dioxide at the pressure of 250 bar; then, in the
following step, the homogeneous supercritical solution is expanded with the addition of 7% v/v ethanol
at the temperature of 60 ◦C. The expanded liquid is then mixed with a water phase to obtain liposomes
encapsulating water-soluble compounds. Only 3% of the vesicles are subjected to degradation and the
mean diameter is about 200 nm, whereas the particle size distribution is generally bimodal. The total
amount of ethanol content is 15 times lower than it is in the ethanol injection method.

According to supercritical antisolvents (SAS), the organic solvent containing phospholipids is
spayed continuously in supercritical CO2, acting as antisolvent [69]. The dissolution of supercritical
CO2 in the liquid phase and the subsequent extraction of the organic solvent leads to the precipitation
of the lipidic particles. A washing step with pure CO2 is performed to remove any organic solvent
in excess. The particles are hydrated in an aqueous buffer to obtain liposomes at the nanometric or
micrometric level, depending on the kind of application needed. The encapsulation efficiency is similar
to the TLH method, but the sphericity of the lipidic particles is improved. The particle size distribution
is more controlled and repeatable.

In the rapid expansion of a supercritical solution (RESS), lipids are dissolved in supercritical CO2

plus 5–10% of v/v ethanol [70]. The solution is then released through a small orifice and mixed with an
aqueous solution containing the drug. A rapid depressurization follows, and the pressure drop results
in the lipids’ desolvation, forming layers around the droplets. However, this method shows problems
such as the difficult separation between vesicles and co-solvents during depressurization. Even if the
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mean diameters of liposomes are 130–190 nm and the particle size distributions are monodispersed,
the EEs are still lower than 60%.

Supercritical reverse phase evaporation (SCRPE) is similar to the conventional-related method [61],
but this technique differs in the use of supercritical CO2 in substitution of the organic solvent. Lipids are
put in contact with supercritical CO2 in a view cell in batch mode, working at 60 ◦C and 10–30 bar.
After reaching the equilibrium, an aqueous solution including glucose is slowly inserted into the
vessel, obtaining large unilamellar vesicles. Liposomes produced in this manner have a mean diameter
between 200 and 1200 nm. With a decreasing lipid concentration, the mean size decreases to 100–250 nm.

Particles from gas-saturated solutions (PGSS) consist of dissolving a bioactive compound in
an organic solvent; then, a supercritical carbon dioxide is introduced into the solution [70,71].
After saturation is reached, this solution is sprayed through a nozzle into a high-pressure vessel.
Liposomes are formed and a rapid depressurization of CO2 eliminates the solvent, leaving supercritical
conditions. The saturation temperature is 100–130 ◦C and the pressure is 80–100 bar. The liposomes
produced have a mean diameter of 1–5 µm and an EE of about 60%.

Liposomes can be prepared using the supercritical-assisted liposome formation (SuperLip) [72].
It consists of three different feeding lines for the delivery of CO2, water and ethanol–phospholipid
solutions, respectively [73]. The ethanol solution and CO2 are continuously fed to a homogenizer
forming an expanded liquid, which is then delivered to a precipitation vessel. In the same vessel,
the water + drug droplets are atomized; liposomes are created since the lipids capture water droplets
forming a double lipidic layer around. SuperLip successfully demonstrated that it could overcome the
drawbacks of the other methods [74]. Liposomes of nanometric dimensions were obtained, with a better
control of the particle size distributions and a significant reduction in the solvent residue [75]. A high
biocompatibility of the vesicles was guaranteed for biomedical applications, achieving encapsulation
efficiencies of up to 99% for hydrophilic compounds [76].

A comparison of the main advantages of the SuperLip process against the major drawbacks of the
other production techniques is reported in Table 2.

Table 2. Advantages of SuperLip against the major drawbacks of other processes.

Other Methods Drawbacks SuperLip Advantages

Micrometric dimensions Nanometric dimensions
High solvent residue Low solvent residue

Low encapsulation efficiencies Encapsulation efficiencies
Post-processing steps 1-shot production

Batch layout Continuous and replicable

4. Characterization of Liposomes

Liposomes need to be characterized before administration [8]. For this reason, quality controls
must be performed after production [31], according to several strict characterization protocols [12].
Liposome suspensions can be translucent or milky, depending on the size of vesicles and concentration
of lipids. For this reason, the first analysis to perform is the visual appearance, to define the turbidity
of the sample.

The second step consists of measuring the dimension in terms of the mean size and standard
deviation of the liposomes produced, which is performed using dynamic light scattering (DLS).
The liposome’s size also determines the extravasation, meaning the leakage of fluids from blood
streams. Moreover, liposomes considered for inhalation need a strict control for the mean dimension,
since it influences the in vivo fate of liposomes together with the encapsulated drug. Small-sized
liposomes resulted in an increased blood circulation ability [77]. Another method to characterize
liposomes’ dimensions is nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA), which exploits the properties of light
scattering and the Brownian motion of colloidal particles in a background medium. Every moving
element is detected with a laser and appears as a white spot followed in its motion.
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The lamellarity represents the number of double lipidic layers of the vesicles observed. This analysis
contributes to classify liposomes (see Table 1) as well as determines their potential application and
administration efficacy. This operation is performed using a transmission electron microscope (TEM).
The thickness of each double layer is approximately 5 nm [68].

The surface charge is generally used to predict the colloidal stability of liposomes suspended
in the external medium. This measurement, named ζ-potential, is performed using dynamic light
scattering [78], and defines liposomes’ intramolecular interactions. According to this value, liposomes
are classified as cationic [53], anionic or neutral [46]. The particle net surface charges affect the
distribution of ions within the external double lipidic layer of liposomes, determining their affinity
with entrapped drugs [79].

The morphology and shape are detected using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which also
gives a confirmation of liposomes’ sizes and distributions (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. An example of an SEM image obtained using the SuperLip technique (Mag: magnification).

Particularly, TEMs can be used to observe liposome sections to check the circularity of vesicles.
The encapsulation efficiency (EE) is the percentage of active compound that is effectively entrapped in
liposomes’ inner volumes; of course, its complement to 100 represents a not-entrapped compound,
that is lost in the aqueous external bulk. This amount of drug does not take part in drug administration;
for this reason, it is necessary to entrap as much of the drug as possible to reduce the loss of the active
principle. This feature is taken into particular consideration when administering highly expensive
drugs. The most direct method for measuring the EE consists of centrifuging liposome suspensions and
separate supernatants from the vesicles. Then, the lipidic layers are dissolved in an organic solvent [80];
the absorbance of the amount of drug diffused in the solvent is measured using an ultraviolet-visible
(UV-Vis) spectrophotometer. The EE is calculated by Equation (1):

EE [%] =
Entrapped Drug Concentration

Total Drug Concentration
× 100 (1)

The stability of liposomes is measured, controlling for their mean size, using a scanning electron
microscope and encapsulation efficiency tests during fixed time intervals. The storage temperature
mostly affects the stability of lipidic vesicles: the particles stored at room temperature degradate,
whereas a storage at −20 ◦C results in an increase in the mean diameter and polydispersity index.
A refrigerator temperature (2–4 ◦C) maintains liposomes’ properties which are unaltered for months [81].
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5. Natural and Artificial Release Mechanisms

Liposomes’ release mechanisms can be natural or artificial. The natural mechanism is strictly
linked to the similarity between the vesicle and the cell membranes. Liposomes are attracted to the cell
membrane and become part of the cellular barrier. For this reason, the drug can arrive directly inside
the cell cytoplasm.

Liposome drug delivery can be performed through oral administration, skin penetration and
systemic delivery. Liposomes administrated per os are highly unstable since the vesicles are subjected
to the physiological conditions of the human gastrointestinal tract (GI) [82,83], resulting in a low
drug bioavailability and short half-life, which leads to the necessity of multiple administrations per
day [84]. Skin penetration is one of the most effective methods for drug delivery using liposomes, and it
can be applied to most parts of hydrophilic and lipophilic compounds [85]. An intramuscular and
subcutaneous administration (systemic) represents a direct method for liposomal drug delivery—in
this case, SUV liposomes show a fast diffusion into the lymphatic capillaries, whereas, larger liposomes
remain confined in the site of injection [86]. Moreover, the lymphatic system is highly exploited by
tumor cells for the creation of secondary tumors [87]; for this reason, the subcutaneous injection of
antitumoral drugs mediated by liposomes could be effective for these pathologies [33].

One of the most important aims of pharmaceutical industries is to increase the drug therapeutic
index, minimizing side effects to normal tissues. This is extremely important for chemotherapy,
which involves tissue treatment with very potent drugs. Normally, only 1% of the intravenously
administered drug effectively reaches tumor tissue; the remaining part is dispersed throughout the
whole body. The solution to this problem consists of the creation of “intelligent” liposomes, that can
circulate in the blood streams for a longer time [26].

Artificial release mechanisms are induced by external stimuli; for example, a sudden increase in
temperature. Some lipids are sensitive to temperature variation and can be activated even with a slight
increase (e.g., 0.1 ◦C). Working with temperature-sensitive liposomes, the lipidic membrane can open
and release the entrapped drug. In this way, it is possible to activate and stop release according to
patient necessities.

Another external stimulus is the pH variation, since the formation of necrotic tissues due to the
presence of cancer leads to a different pH value of the cellular environment [88]. In fact, pH-sensitive
liposomes can accumulate in the site of action and release their content directly on the necrotic surface
tissues. Artificial releases are also induced by ultrasound stimuli. This can induce release by the
opening of the lipidic barrier.

It is possible to deliver a liposome in which a drug and triggering agent, such as hollow gold
nanoshells (HGN), have been entrapped. HGNs are reactive to near-infrared radiation [21], i.e.,
when they are reached by this stimulus (trigger), the liposome double layer opens and releases the
drug. When the irradiation is stopped, the structure closes and the drug is no longer released (pulsed
drug release).

Recently, the fabrication of the surface-modified lipidic vesicles was also proposed, decorating the
external surfaces with labels such as peptides [89], opsonines, antibodies [90] or polymer fragments [91]
to obtain a specific long-lasting drug release to target tissues, creating special bindings with cell
receptors [30].

One of the most important drawbacks of liposomes is their fast elimination from blood, since they
are captured by the reticuloendothelial system tissues: the first of them being the liver. Liposomes have
been improved to overcome this problem. Immunoliposomes are vesicles with a modified surface
programmed to be digested by macrophages [92]. This plays a fundamental role in keeping human
tissues clean. Since artificial liposomes are recognized to be external elements, macrophages eliminate
them. For this reason, liposomes were used as Trojan horses to be digested by macrophages. During the
digestion, the vesicles are dissolved and the drug is transferred to the target tissues by macrophages,
exploiting the immune response of the human body. Long circulating immunoliposomes are able to
recognize and blind target cells with great specificity, especially in anticancer therapies [6].
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Long-circulating liposomes can be prepared by coating their surface with polyethylene glycol
(PEG). PEG filaments improve the drug distribution in target tissues, avoiding vesicle aggregation
phenomena and improving their stability [93]. The PEG-link improves liposomes’ half-lives, resulting
in longer circulating times in humans. Long circulating vesicles can detect occult inflammations,
demonstrating a higher potential than the alternative DDS [15,32].

6. Conclusions

Liposomes are produced on an industrial level in several manufacturing fields. The earliest methods
of production were characterized by a very low average encapsulation efficiency (around 20–40%),
resulting in drug loss and an increase in the operating costs. The second main problem was the high
solvent residue, which resulted in a low biocompatibility with human tissues. The decision to work at
an ambient pressure and temperature resulted in the necessity to add post-processing steps, to obtain
the nanometric dimensions of vesicles. These methods were essentially developed in batch mode,
causing a low repeatability.

The aim of supercritical methods was to work at the nanometric level in a repeatable manner; for
this reason, (semi)continuous methods were proposed. Conventional solvents were partially or totally
substituted with supercritical carbon dioxide, resulting in the increase in biocompatibility for drug
administration. Post-processing steps were eliminated in almost all cases, obtaining techniques able to
produce vesicles in one-shot, working at high pressures (70–100 bar) and mild temperatures (40–60 ◦C).
For these reasons, high pressure methods were considered more efficient processes for the large scale
production of lipidic vesicles.

SuperLip successfully demonstrated that it could overcome the limitations linked to the traditional
production methods of liposomes. By exploiting the high diffusion coefficient of supercritical carbon
dioxide, liposomes of nanometric dimensions were obtained, with a better control of the particle size
distributions and encapsulation efficiencies of drugs higher than 90%.
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RPE Reverse Phase Evaporation
DESAM Depressurization of an Expanded Solution into an Aqueous Medium
EI Ethanol Injection
W/O Water in Oil emulsion
SCF SuperCritical Fluids
SCRPE SuperCritical Reverse Phase Evaporation
SAS Superctitical Anti-Solvent
SuperLip Supercritical-Assisted Liposome Formation
RESS Rapid Expansion of a Supercritical Solution
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